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NEXT MEETING
Christmas  Breakup at Fiona & John Lucas’s.

When:  Tuesday 13th December from 5pm

Address:  788 Moyston-Dunkeld Rd, Moyston 

Bring:  Food, drink, plates, cutlery & glasses and something
to sit on. Coins for the raffle.

Especially considering COVID wave, best to stay away if
feeling at all unwell.

Hope to see you there.

December 2022

I’ve got my Christmas
decorations up!

November Meeting Report

Monica & Phil Coleman are the authors of the excellent book ‘Grampians Walks’.
They gave a brief history of their association with the Grampians, from being rock-climbers back in
the 70’s to running a touring company for 20 years, to settling down outside Halls Gap 15 years
ago. During the COVID lockdowns they decided to walk every path Gariwerd had to offer, with their
book the result. 

They gave an overview of the book’s layout, including how to determine
walks suitable for one and all, also mentioning that many walks can be
joined at different points, avoiding more testing sections if this is desired.
They also gave a potted history of the GPT (Grampians Peaks Trail), the
13-day hike from Mt Zero to Dunkeld. They gave insights into how the
track was constructed (manually .. old-school splitting of rocks with sledge
hammers and then winching them into place), and snapshots of overnight
camping facilities. 

Quite a few members took the opportunity to secure their own signed
copy on the night.

A good presentation by two who knew their subject.

Monica & Phil expressed a desire to join our group and have since
become our newest members, taking our individual count to 72. A warm welcome Monica & Phil!
John King
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Fiona suggested we include this excerpt from ‘Grow Native’ by Bill Molyneux. It is a beautifully
written account of a walk from Mafeking up onto the Major Mitchell Plateau, describing the plants
encountered on the way. The book was published in 1980, so many plant names have since
changed.
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Summer Flowering Hakeas by Neil Marriott

In the last newsletter I wrote about our wonderful Australian native Hakeas that flower through our
cold and wet winter months. Now, with summer rapidly approaching, I will talk about some of the
lovely summer flowering Hakeas that are growing in our gardens. The great thing about these, is that
they attract large numbers of our beautiful native insects to our gardens. Many of these are
attractive, particularly the numerous butterflies, then there are the beetles, native bees, wasps and
many more. Most of these are invaluable for either pollinating our plants or protecting our plants
from garden pests.

As a general rule of thumb, our Hakeas need a well-drained sunny to dappled shade site in a neutral
to acid pH soil. If you think your garden may be a bit wet in the winter months, simply raising the
beds either behind sleepers or rocks, or by digging gutters along the edges and throwing up the soil
to the middle of the bed to increase its depth.

Many of our Hakeas have rigid, prickly foliage, so avoid planting too close to the edges of your
garden beds. This prickly foliage is ideal however for sheltering our small birds from cats and
aggressive birds such as our nasty Noisy Miners or Pied Currawongs. Our little wrens and
honeyeaters find the shelter so attractive that you may be lucky to find that they will soon adopt
your garden as their home, using the Hakeas as nesting sites. Lets look at some of the beautiful
Hakeas that flower right through the heat of summer.

Hakea commutata is a small to medium dense shrub with
simple prickly leaves and masses of cream to white
flowers from spring right into the heat of summer. It is
tolerant of winter wet conditions and dry summers. It
comes from the dry wheatbelt region of Western Australia,
but is hardy under cultivation.

Hakea elliptica Oval-leaf Hakea
This is a fairly common plant in cultivation, as it has again
proven to be most hardy in our gardens. It forms a dense,
upright shrub to 3m with soft oval or elliptical green leaves
and beautiful coppery soft new growth. Flowering is
massed white, sweetly perfumed flowers from November
to January. These are delightful for filling the garden with
this sweet perfume, attracting lots of butterflies and native
bees. Hakea elliptica Oval-leaf Hakea comes from the
south coast of Western Australia, so is ideal for the cooler
parts of Victoria, but still happy in warm dry climates so
long as it is well drained.
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Hakea florida Summer Snow The name ‘florida’ comes from
latin meaning many-flowered, and this is just so true for this
beautiful low shrub. The profuse flowers are strongly sweet
scented and cover the plant from September to December. In the
garden it is an absolute show-stopper, filling the garden with its
beautiful perfume, attracting a host of wildlife to the garden. It is
an upright to spreading shrub to around 1.5m, requiring a well-
drained sunny to semi-shaded site in the garden.

Hakea francisiana Grass-leaved Hakea or Bottlebrush Hakea 
One of our most spectacular Hakeas, widespread in inland Western
Australia and across to South Australia. It is a tall, erect shrub 3-6m tall
with simple linear flat leaves and massed spectacular pale pink to deep
pinky-red bottlebrush type flowers for many months from May to
December. Its large size means that it can be used as a tall feature
plant or showy screen plant. When if full flower it attracts large
numbers of honeyeaters, wattlebirds and lorikeets to the garden,
making it invaluable for bringing wildlife into your garden. Coming from
drier inland areas, it requires a very well drained sunny site, but as a
result it is extremely drought tolerant.

Hakea kippistiana
A large dense shrub to 2m with fine simple leaves and massed white
to cream flowers throughout the summer months. These are sweetly
scented and attract lots of native bees and butterflies to the garden. Its
dense foliage is excellent for sheltering small birds and protecting
them from predators. In the West this species grows near winter wet
saline swamps, but in cultivation it grows readily in most well-drained
sunny sites.

                                         

Hakea linearis
An upright shrub to 3m with linear leaves and massed white flowers
from December to March.
Coming from the south coast of Western Australia it tolerates cold
winter-wet conditions, but is
hardy to warm dry summers. The flowers are strongly perfumed,
and can be sweet or sometimes
unpleasantly scented. They are ideal for attracting lots of native
insects into the garden, and plants
make excellent screen plants.
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The newsletter will only continue if it has material to include. If you value the newsletter and enjoy
reading it please consider making a contribution.
Contributions in any form, physical or digital are welcome. Items submitted on paper, for example
photos, will be scanned and returned. subject matter need not be limited to native plants, but can
also include anything you think members may find interesting. 
Email: mailto:grampiansnewsletter@apsvic.org.au or by phone: 0438 566 250 or by post to:
Phil Williams P.O. Pomonal 3381
Thanks to everyone for their contributions to this issue.
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/APS-Grampians-Group-960723023989990/ 
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APSVic Grampians Committee Until October 2023

Remembering Pauline
It was very sad to hear of the death of Pauline Burke.
She and her recently deceased husband Terry have
been members since 2007.
Pauline rarely missed a meeting and was always a
willing helper at the annual flower shows.
Here is Pauline  in her regular post manning the entry
desk at the 2013 flower show.

Members’ pictures this month are from Maryanne Jess. She has been to WA and Lord Howe island
 recently. More pictures and info from Maryanne next month.


